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Soccer Unlimited

No limits to what this soccer game can do!
This game has just broken new ground as to what a soccer based game should be. From friendly
matches to cups to practise matches, this game has features that would make a soccer enthusiast drool.
The game has been thoroughly polished and lives up to its name - Soccer Unlimited. I've spent so much
time on this game it isn’t even funny! The game features a variety of game modes, some of which were
mentioned earlier. There is the 'friendly' mode which allows you to choose a team and pit yourself
against another CPU-based team. You can choose from a variety of international countries and each
country has its own "power" gauges. You can even customise your player kit according to designs you
want like colours and home/away jerseys. You also have the 'cup' mode which puts you in the running
for the biggest prize in mobile soccer - the Macrospace Cup!
Also included is a 'practise' mode which does exactly as it says. It teaches you the "art" of passing,
tackling without causing a foul as well as running and scoring. A fun little extra the developers have
added in is the target mode where you practise kicking and curling the ball towards a designated bulls
eye on the pitch for points. You can even upload the points you get in this mode to Macrospace's online
highscore table!
The only real problem I had with this game was the awkward controls. There are two types of controls in
this game - holding the button down and running or clicking the button rapidly to kick the ball. I had a
few problems with the game not recognising my clicks and had to switch the control mode to just
holding down the running key. And another thing - this game is brutally hard. Never has England gone
down 7-2 to Scotland as far as I can remember. :)
Other than that - this is a fantastic little game for soccer enthusiasts all over the world.

Rating:

Details:
Vibration:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Graphics:

9 /10

Highscore:

Yes

Help:

Yes

Sound:

7 /10

64-89 KB

Motivation:

7 /10

Multiplayer: No

Size:
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Price:

Developer:

4.99€

Get this game here
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Gameplay:

8 /10

Result:

8 /10

Macrospace

Supported Handsets:
Nokia: Series 30, Seires 40, Series 60
Sharp: GX10(i)
Platform: J2ME
Genre:

Sports

Audience:

All
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